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Abstract
The following paper presents results of studies regarding accuracy of performing basic
maneuvers by an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) during autonomous flights. Necessary
surveys have been conducted by means of a total station (tachometer with tracking system).
Each industrial robot undergoes a quality and accuracy check before being operated in its
target workplace. It should be the same in the case of UAV which, from the functional point
of view, can also conduct pre-planned autonomous missions. Among users of UAVs,
a growing tendency can be observed of assuming that the accuracy of a performed mission
equals nominal values of positioning errors given by manufacturers. Such an assumption can
lead to incorrect programming of the mission parameters, resulting in incorrect results,
property damage or, even worse, a threat to human health or life. The accuracy of an
industrial robot is determined by its functional characteristics (ISO 9946, 1999), the most
important of which include the accuracy and repeatability of reaching a position. Guidelines
for testing the accuracy of robots are described by the PN-EN ISO 9283:2003 standard (ISO
9283 2003, ISO 9787:2013). Different measuring methods can be used for examining the
positioning of such devices (Renders J. M. 2003, Żurek J., Wisniewski M. 2013, Aoyagi S. et
al. 2010, Ahmad R. et al. 2008, Kluz, R. i Trzepieciński, T. 2014).
In the paper a field base for testing the accuracy of positioning unmanned aerial vehicles has
been presented, as well as a set of basic tests allowing to define the parameters of accuracy in
particular mission scenarios. The base consists of appropriately set surveying control network.
Measurements are conducted by a total station. The base along with the full set of tests will
allow the definition of UAV operation during the flight which will result in defining the
boundary conditions of usage of such devices in various missions. The discussed set of tests
can be treated as one of the steps in the full testing procedure of checking on-board computers
and sensors installed to control the flight of UAV. What is more, measurement results of
positioning accuracy will be presented for particular generally accessible unmanned vehicles.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The use of UAVs in various works is becoming increasingly popular. They are commonly
used in surveying as well as preparation of photographic and video documentation of various
objects (Gontarz A., Kosieliński S. 2015, A Fahlstrom P.G., Gleason T.J. 2012).
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The introduction of shipment services, even including transport of blood or human organs, is
being discussed more and more frequently. Growing requirements for ensuring high level of
safety in aviation operations, as well as legal regulations, will force the certification of UAV
equipment. According to the author, one of the stages of certification of this type of
equipment should involve tests allowing to define characteristics determining the correct
performance of tasks by the UAV. The common definition of the UAV applied for aerial
vehicles used for purposes other than recreational or sporting ones, says that it is an aircraft
that does not require crew on board in order to fly, nor is it able to pick up passengers,
it is piloted remotely or it can conduct autonomous flights. On the other hand, the definition
of an industrial robot is that it is an automatically controlled, programmable, multitasking,
manipulative device, with multiple degrees of freedom, mobile or stationary, for heavy
industrial applications (ISO 8373:2012). Considering the above definitions, UAVs can be
classified as mobile industrial robots. This paper analyzes tests presented in ISO 9283:2003
(ISO 9283, 2003) for the possibility of their implementation in measurements of UAV
positioning accuracy. Table 1 lists all the tests that should be performed when testing an
industrial robot.
Tab. 1 List of tests to be performed when testing an industrial robot (ISO 9283:2003)
Position characteristics
Path characteristics
•
•
•

position accuracy
position repeatability
multidirectional
pose
accuracy
variation
• distance deviation
• distance repeatability
• position stabilization time
• position overshoot
• drift of position accuracy and
repeatability
• exchangeability
Other characteristics
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

path deviation and path repeatability
path deviation and reorientation
cornering deviation
path velocity characteristics

minimum posing time
static compliance
weaving deviation

This paper discusses works allowing to perform the following tests and to define the
performance parameters listed below:
- positioning accuracy, understood as the difference between the commanded position and the
average pose attained by the robot, when the commanded pose is attained from the same
direction,
- positioning repeatability, i.e. the measure of scatter of deviations between positions attained
after n repetitions, with the same commanded position attained from the same direction,
- multidirectional positioning accuracy variation, which is the maximum distance between the
average of the attained positions, obtained with the same position commanded n times from
three perpendicular directions,
- distance deviation, which is the difference between the commanded distance and the average
distance attained,
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- distance repeatability, or measure of scatter of deviations of attained distances, where
distances attained correspond to the same distance commanded, repeated n times from the
same direction.

2

DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMED FIELD TESTS

The research was carried out based on the test base composed of eight points. Their
coordinates in the WGS-84 system were determined using RTN technology with reference to
the ASG-EUPOS network. The entire base consisted of two basic components:
- three points which constituted a measuring stand and reference points for measurements
using the Leica MS 50 total station, which is a tool allowing to capture large data sets of a
moving object in a short time and with high accuracy,
- five points constituting endpoints of the sections tavelled by the UAV, which were
positioned on the base in the form of a cross, whose arms were parallel to the directions of the
world, each arm was 25.00 m long (from the center of the base).
The placement of individual components of the base ensured optimum operating conditions
for the Leica MS50 total station, equipped with the ATR system to track the prism installed
on the UAV. The Leica MS 50 was positioned above the UAV start point, on which the mini
360º prism was placed. Figure 1 illustrates the position of measurement base points. Before
the commencement of each measurement, a test was performed to observe a fixed target for
a minimum of 30 seconds. Thus, it was possible to assess the measurement accuracy of the
instrument. Spatial deviations from the average position of the fixed prism did not exceed 15
mm which, at their standard deviation of 10 mm, proves that measurement accuracy of this
instrument is satisfactory for testing UAV devices equipped with GNSS navigation receivers.

Fig. 1. Test measurement base (own study)
The test unit was the DJI S900 Spreading Wings Hexacopter equipped with a DJI A2 onboard computer. Thanks to all the on-board systems, the hovering accuracy of the DJI S900
declared by the manufacturer is (in GPS ATTI Mode): ±0.5m (vertical) and ±1.5m
(horizontal). Additional parameters of the flight controller are: maximum wind resistance
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(less than 8 m/s), maximum yaw angular velocity (150°/s), maximum tilt angle (35°) and
maximum velocity of ascent/descent (6 m/s) [DJI 2016-1, DJI 2016-2].
All the tests were performed so that the center point of the test base was reached from four
independent directions related to the directions of the world. The UAV was programmed to
perform the mission so as to reach the commanded center pose at least 25 times. The number
of tests was determined by the time of flight on one power cell. The test was performed at the
height of 30 meters, with a wind speed not exceeding 5 m/s, so that the measurement results
were not affected by turbulence associated with trees and other infrastructure around the
measurement base.

3

RESEARCH RESULTS

The measurements resulted in coordinates of the points defining the position of the UAV in
space. During the measurements, frequency of recording coordinates of the points was 5.4 Hz,
which is less than the value of 20 Hz declared by the manufacturer of the Leica MS 50. It is,
however, sufficient for further calculations and analyses. The data were calculated to define
the characteristics listed in Section 2. The calculations were carried out so that description of
the results was related to the direction of approach to the center point, from north (N), south
(S), east (E) and west (W), respectively.
3.1

POSITIONING ACCURACY

Table 2 demonstrates results of the UAV positioning accuracy test. The columns contain
parameters for the respective axes of the coordinate system: the north and the east ones, as
well as for the height. It is important to note that the standard requires only spatial values for
the center of gravity of the position attained by the robot from the same direction, which is the
fourth column.
Tab. 2 Positioning accuracy of DJI S900 hexacopter with A2 on-board computer
(own study)
Northing [m] Easting [m] Hight [m] 3D [m]
N

-3,33

0,50

-2,16

4,05

S

-3,80

0,05

-2,71

4,75

E

-3,65

0,49

-2,75

4,67

W

-3,10

0,44

-2,10

3,87

It should be noted that in all tests, differences in the north direction are much higher compared
to the east direction. Considering the accuracy of A2 on-board computers guaranteed by the
manufacturer, the results prove that positioning of the device with the commanded accuracy
(±1,5m) is not ensured. In addition, it should be emphasized that in the case of height
positioning, the difference is significantly higher than values declared by the manufacturer
(±0.5m). Figure 2 illustrates values of spatial differences between each of the center pose
attained during the tests, in relation to the one predetermined for each direction of approach.
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Fig. 2 Values of spatial differences between each center position attained in the test, in
relation to the one predetermined for each direction of approach (own study)
Fig. 3 illustrates a graph of values of the differences between each center pose attained during
the test, relative to the one predetermined for each direction of approach, broken into
components of the coordinates. The Figure demonstrates that the center point in subsequent
measurement tests was attained with the repeatability encumbered with average shift resulting
from the GNSS receiver positioning accuracy.

Fig. 3 Values of the differences between each center pose attained during the test relative to
the one predetermined for each direction of approach: a – north approach, b – east approach,
c – south approach, d – west approach, broken into components of the coordinates
(own study)
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3.2

POSITIONING REPEATABILITY AND MULTIDIRECTIONAL
POSITIONING ACCURACY VARIATION

The results of positioning repeatability are summarized in Table 3. It should be noted that this
performance parameter defines accuracy of implementation of a commanded position, having
eliminated the systematic factor related to the GNSS receiver solution inaccuracy. Taking its
values into consideration, it can be stated that direction of approach to the center point does
not affect the positioning repeatability of the device.
Tab. 3 UAV positioning repeatability (own study)
N [m]
S [m]
E [m]
W [m]
1,70

2,30

2,19

2,03

Multidirectional positioning accuracy variation is represented by one parameter, which in this
case is 1.08 m. The value of this parameter defines the maximum difference between the
mean values of the pose attained from each direction.
3.3

DISTANCE DEVIATION AND REPEATABILITY

Distance deviation parameters for each direction of approach to the center point are
summarized in Table 4. It is worth noting that, in all directions, the length of the section
covered was shorter than the predetermined section. In the case of classic industrial robots,
this indicates a scale error. Table 5, which summarizes the covered distance repeatability,
demonstrates that this parameter exceeds 1 meter. Therefore, it can be assumed that the
previously discussed values of distance deviation can be regarded as negligible. In addition,
Figure 4 illustrates differences of all UAV-covered sections, depending on the approach
direction.

Fig. 4 Differences of all UAV sections depending on the direction of the raid (own study)
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Tab. 4. Distance deviations (own study)
N [m]
S [m]
E [m]
W [m]
-0,27
-0,41
-0,81
-0,50
Tab. 5 Distance repeatability (own study)
N [m]
S [m]
E [m]
W [m]
1,40

4

1,37

1,09

1,33

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND SUMMARY

The performed tests and calculations allow to draw a number of conclusions. First of all,
attention should be paid to practical observations resulting from field research. The use of the
Leica MS 50 total station yields satisfactory results. In addition, it is important to note that
wind has a significant effect on the trajectory of an implemented mission. Therefore, it is best
to test flying equipment in at least two scenarios: in windless weather and in conditions which
are close to boundary ones for a specific on-board computer. It is worth emphasizing that the
proposed set of tests can be considered as the first element in testing performance of on-board
computers. According to the author, research should be conducted, which would be aimed at
building a set of tests allowing for a full, independent assessment of the UAV's performance
in terms of accomplishment of missions in space. Considering dynamic development of
numerical image analysis methods, it is possible to attempt to determine the UAV’s position
during a flight, based on terrestrial imagery (Garcia Carrillo L.R. 2011). The UAV positioning
using GNSS PPK technologies may also prove helpful. Moving on to analysis of the results, it
is necessary to start with positioning accuracy. The parameter provided in specification of the
DJI A2 on-board computer is unclear in interpretation. Comparing it with positioning
accuracy seems to be the best reasoning. The measurement results and obtained characteristics
are not consistent with the data provided by the manufacturer. Positioning repeatability and
multidirectional positioning accuracy variation reach values smaller than those declared by
the manufacturer. This result is most likely related to the systematic shift of the UAV
coordinates determined using GNSS technology. When calculating these parameters, such
systematic errors are eliminated. This thesis is confirmed by the results for distance deviation
and repeatability. To conclude, it should be stated that creating a suitable and secure field
base, as well as a set of tests to define the UAV’s behavior during a flight, will allow to
determine boundary conditions for applicability of this type of equipment in variety of
mission scenarios.
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